BARIK HIRSCH'S
RUSSIAN JEWS AS
AMERICAN FARMERS.

Sixty Miles from the Cape's Empire
Settled Among the North Ochs of
Southern New Jersey Fighting
the Mosquitoes and Patience
Waiting for Crops.

WHAT A WOODBINE FARM LOOKS LIKE.

Some Hints of Gardening by People
Who Know Nothing about the Business,
but are Good to Do Their Best with Thirty Acres of
Land and a Cow.

A WOODBINE FARM AND OUTBUILDINGS.

Venus Eclipsed by
Paint, Powder and Padding.

How Nymphs of the Ballet In-
vate the Aid of Art to Im-
prove Dame Nature's Care-
lessly Workmanship.

SECRETS OF THE DRESSING ROOM.

Some of the Tricks of Stage Make
Up Which Deceive Even the
Keen Eyes of the Fud-
headed Brigidos.